
Date: October 30th, 2022

Colby SGA Formal Meeting Minutes

*all minutes are paraphrased*

7:00 - Meeting begins
7:00 - Approval of Minutes
7:01 - Attendance
7:02 - Walkways Motion Discussion

- Eddy: Outlines Motion (see Google Drive), moves.
- Julia: Seconds.
- Kerri: Will these lights last in the snow?
- Eddy: Probably not, but he is dedicated to removing them.
- Laney: There are typos in the document.
- Cat: “David Greenies,” “$” are inappropriate in a motion.
- Maggie: Table this for now until meetings happen?
- Eddy: Willing to table but would like to get the lights now.
- Kerri: Thinks that lights are important - highlight that they would also increase safety for

students.
- Bibatshu: Prices don’t line up.
- Lily: We should contact Bob Williams and Will Sachs.
- Rory: Questions about physical light placement. Snow will fall on lights and prevent

them from working. Could try to reposition.
- Jacob: What if people steal the lights?
- Edward: That may happen. They are inexpensive.
- Sophia: Let’s table this for now so that Eddy can talk to more people. Moves.
- Alexandra: Seconds.

7:12 - Jackie
- Turn in headshots!
- We have a problem with posting false statements on Yik Yak. Specifically in regards to

the IP address tracking conversation from two weeks ago. SGA meetings are public,
however, we don’t want information to be misconstrued. Please just use your discretion
and remember that your words have a weight and will spread.

7:14 - Cat
- Informs everyone that Tiger Nguyen is stepping down as SGA Co-President.
- Asks SGA to keep this information private until the announcement comes out tomorrow

morning. The email that the Executive Board is sending out is in the Drive for review. We
are holding an election as soon as possible. Signup starts tomorrow, then campaign period
for a week, then the election will happen. We just found out on Thursday and have not



been meaning to keep this as a secret. Please bear with us if we need a little bit of extra
time. We are hoping that we get some great applicants. If you have any friends (non
first-years) please encourage them to run.

- Eddy: Can we have more detail as to why he is stepping down?
- Cat: It was his decision, but we will not release further information.
- Kerri: Why can’t first-years run?
- Cat: We are going to introduce that motion.
- Eddy: Has this ever happened before?
- Cat: Yes. A few years ago, the SGA President was found to be in an underground Frat.

That was much more dramatic than this situation.
- Alexandra: School Spirit Working Group will go on. Someone else will be co-chair.

7:25 - Motion Discussion
- Chris and Nischal: Outlines motion, moves.
- Everyone: seconds.
- Jackson: Clarify that sophomores weren’t barred from running.
- Yes: 19
- Abstain: 1

7:30 - General Comments
- Kerri: When is the next formal meeting?
- Cat: 3 weeks from now. Directly before Thanksgiving.

7:30 Class Updates
- Seniors: First bar night at Viper went well. Friday Pub Night also went well. Meeting

with Nathan Baird tomorrow. The Senior Class Gift Committee is up and running. And
the Traditions Committee is in the works.

- Juniors: Class dinner was good. Decorations have been reused. 40 pumpkins were carved.
- Sophomores: Class dinner on Monday the 31st. Class council is elected. Working on

motions and Instagram bios. World Cup event in the works (collab with Colby Libraries
and maybe Club Soccer). We could print flags and buy a soccer ball.

- Need plan and budget for this. Keep SGA in the loop.
- First-years: In the midst of planning class dinner. Class council announced next Sunday

(24 applicants). Mirrors in the AC and trays in the Spa (trays would require a dishwasher)
are next working items.

- Liaison: Olchey reached out to SHOC and is thinking about a stress buster event, Bridge
event in Spa at 4pm Wednesday in Spa.

- Exec: Advertising for Prom starting this week.
7:40 Last-Minute Comments

- Cole: Vegan options at Colby need to be evaluated.
- Eddy: Agrees.



- Kerri: Less fried vegan options would be amazing.
- Alexandra: Please try submitting work orders if you are having dorm issues.

7:41 Meeting Adjourned


